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THE BOYD PAPERS.
INTRODUCTION.

Tuu Boycl Papers have remained. in the custody of the town-clerks of
Kilmarnock from the period of the attainder of the last Earl of Kilmarnock
for accession to the Rebellion of 1745. A selection of these papers was
published in the Miscellany of the Abbotsford, Club, Vol. I., and some of
them are to be found in the Men'tori'als of the Montgom,eries. Such of the
paperc already printed as are of special interest have been transcribed", and
others have simply been noted.l
The Boyd. Papers, which cover a perioil

of over one hundred years, are
specially interesting as showing the rapid rise of the Boyd family to
influence and wealth ancl their equally rapicl fali.
Lord Boyd was created a peer towards the encl of the reign of
James II,2 and through his influence, his brother, Sir Alexand.er Boyd, was
appointed instructor in the art of chivalry to the youthful James III.
Their ambition, however, aimecl somewhat higher, and. fortifying themselves,
after the custom of the time, with a band,' they hazatded the audacious
enterprise of seizing the young King's pelson. While at a Court held at
Linlithgow on 9th July 1466, the King was required by the Boyds and
their friencls to accompany them to Edinburgh. It does not appear that
any violence was used, probably none was necessary, but that the
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conspirators had. grave fears as to what might be the ultimate consequences
of their exploit is proved by the anxiety they displayeil in the endeavour
to secure their safety. At a Parliament, held, at Edinburgh on 13th October
following, the King is made to d"eclare that he had conceived no ind"ignation
against Lorcl Boyd. and" the others, and. that no prejudice should, in future,
arise to them on account of that raid., and. this d.eclaration was confirmed.
under the Great Seal. The highest honours were now within the reach of
Lord. Boyd"; he was at once appointecl governor of the King, his brothers,
and. the royal fortresses, during the minority; while his eld.est son was
shortly afterwards raised to the Earid"om of Arran and united. to the
Princess Marf, sister of the King. The power of the Boyds was, however, destined to be of short d"uration. In 1469 the mind of the King was
alienatecl from them; they were tried and found guilty of treason in respect
of the raid at Linlithgow, and their lives ancl estates were forfeited. Lord
Boyd only escaped from d,eath by timely flight, while sir Alexander,
notwithstanding the King's former affection for him, was beheaded- on the

of Edinburgh. The Earl of Arran, who was at this time
engaged. in escorting home the royal bride, received warning from tis wife
of the fate in store for him and fleil with her to Denmark. At the
Castle-hill

command of the King, however, the Princess Mary was compelled to leave
her husband; and a divorce was obtained on the flimsy pretext, it is
supposed, of a prior contract to the Lord Hamilton. During the lifetime of
the Earl of Arran the Princess is said to have been confined in Dean
castle,l and after his death she was married to Lord. Hamilton.
The family fortunes were to a considerable extent retrieved by Robert,
fourth Lord Boyd, who was for many years the faithful friend and trusty
counsellor of Mary Queen of Scots.
It only remains to add that the piates of Dean Castle,2 the ancient
seat of the Boyds, wele presented by the late Duke of Portland, and

that the architectural description which follows is from the pen of

Mr. Gailoway.
1 Grose's Atttiquit'ies, i' 2L4.
2 Callecl also Kilmarnock Castle : Pont says :
Killmernock Castle, it is a staitly faire
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DEAN CASTLE..
DreN Casrln, the ancient seat of the Earls of Kilmarnock ancl their predecessors, is beautifully situateci at the meeting of the Borland and Craufurdlancl Waters, about a mile clistant from the town which gave its title to the
Earldom. Surrounded. on nearly every sid.e by gentle acclivities clothecl
with wood, the only open prospect is towards the south-west, where through
a small valley, partly pasture-land and partly arable, the streams just mentioned, meand.er in united" strength, the name being now changed to
" Kilmarnock Water." At the head of this valley the venerable ruins
stand out prominently from their d.ark investiture of trees, and, with a foreground full of browsing catLle or glinting water form a scene clelighting the
eye with its quiet and sequestered beauty. 'I'he castle is now the property
of the Duke of Portland, and, maintained in good repair, mantled with ivy,
its grim walls rising amid all the amenities of a well-kept garden, this
ancient stronghold bids fair still to last for many a day in green old age.
'Ihe ruins really comprise two distinct buildings, structuraliy independent,
and referable to very different periods of time. There is first of all what
may appropriately be designated the keep, forming, per se, the original
castle, the true fortalice of the feuclal chief, where he held his state and
exercised baronial sway. It is a plain quadrangular mass, about 38
feet by 53 feet, vithwalls from 8 to 9 feet thick, and a sheerverticalheight
of 62 to 63 feet from the ground to the raggled top of the battlements, or
81 feet in all to the top of the chimney copes. Investing as it cloes this
keep with an air of high antiqriity, the first peculiarity which cannot faii to
strike the observer is its evident adaptability for passive rather than active
defence; the mere inert resistance of strong walls giving no inlet or point
of vantage to the foe. The external aspect is thus stern and forbid.ding in the
extreme, but internally the building has been admiral-rly adapted to its
purpose, and must have contained- a large and. varied- amount of accommodation, increasing in comfort, and in facilities for light and" air; in precise
ratio to its height above the ground.
'Ihe recogniseil entrance to the Great Hall, accessible by an external flight
of steps, is certainly not the original one, and is not older probably than some
of the more recent add,itions to the adjacent building. The true entrance,
or rather entrances, must be sought for at what is now the back of the forta-
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lice, but which must at the first have fronted. to the norlh-east, and have no
doubt been protected at this point by advanced works. On the grounii floor
a low-browed arched doorway, 3 feet 9 inches wide by 5 feet 6 inches high,t
gives access to a vaulted. passage 10 feet in height, over 4 feet in wid'th,
and B feet in length. The door has been hinged to the left hanpl, and' immediately behind it, on each sid.e, will be noticed the square holes through
which a strong back-bar was drawn. On the right may'also be noticed a
small recess, about 16 by 19 inches, for the deposition of a lamp or the keys.
At the farther end of the passage a door of similar construction to the outer
one gives access to a vaulted apartment 19 feet by 15 feet 6 inches, with
two roughly formetl recesses or aumbries on its southern sicle. Through a
partition-wall about 2feet thick, a doorway of the same width as the others,
but only 5 feet high, and r,vith the arch formed of two stones jointed

in the centre,2 conducts into the kitchen, an apartment of the same

dimensions asthe last, the central area of the keep, about 19 feetby 33 feet,
with a barrel vault lL to 12 feet high, being exactly bisected by the wall
mentioned. At the farther extremity is the fireplace, which is somewhat
peculiarly formed.. It is about 7 feet 2 inches wid'e, gradually contracting

with a circular back to the depth of 5 feet 7 inches. This vacuity

goes

right up to the vault, but at the height of about 5 feet 3 inches above the
floor, a1d 2 feet 8 inches back from the face of the wall, a lintel 2 feet deep
and 3 inches thick is inserted, the major portion of the space above it being
filled in with a large stone of the same thickness, but 3 feet deep. An
examination of the wall on the outsid"e shows there is a small opening at
some height above the ground, communicating with the vent above this
f.replace. It can scarcely have served for the admission of tright, but may
have been inserteil to quicken the current by a supply of external air, and
so assist the more speedy exit of the smoke. In neither of the vaulted apartments mentioned is there the slightest provision for light, so that even
during the daytime ihe inmates must have been entirely dependent upon
their cruisies, or on the fitful gleams shot from the burning logs oI
smouldering peat on the kitchen hearth.
The present access to the kitchen is from a doorway to the south, but it
is by no means iikely this opening was formed at an earlier period than that
to'the Great HalI above. That it is not original is evident, as there is a complete change in the style of masonry in the ingoing, compared with the rest
2 lbid.
I Tride Plate 6.
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wailing. For about 8 feet up from the floor, or to the spring
of the vaulting, the rvalls are built of large massive stones laid. pretty
regularly, while the vault has been turned in long thin stones. If the
of the interior

doorway had been original, the likelihood is the same style of masonry as
appears in the rest of tl:e walls would have been carried round the two
sides of the passage-way cut through the thickness of the wall. Instead of
this we find it faced. up on both sid.es with comparatively small stones, which
form an awkward junction rvith the larger masonry at the internal angles,
very unlike the carefully hewn masonry which every'where else protects
exposed" or salient angles in the rest of the building.
Returning to the entrance passage, it may be mentioned. that there is a
considerable space to the right, to v'hich until recent years there was no
access from the ground floor, but as it forms an appendage rather to the
floor above, I reserve for the present any further remarks. To the left, in
the passage, a doorlvay opening outwards gives access to a narrow and
tortuous stair, forrning the only means of communication between the
ground floor and the rest of the castle. It is dfficult to believe that this
stair was so formecl otherwise than with a view to defence, and. to increase
the difficulties of assault in the event of hostile entry being obtained to the
passage below. x'or service, especially between the kitchen and the Great
Hall, nothing can have been more awkward. An enlarged. plan of the
stair is given with the supplementary cletails in Plate 1. The full height
to be ascendeil is 16 feet, and there are 2r steps, arranged in three flights,
giving an ayerage of 9 inches in height to each step, some of them being
however a foot in depth. The treads are in proportion equally narrow, and
what with the variation in the position of the steps, and, the perfect darkness, ascent even at any time is by no means easy; while to an enemy
porn'erless to use their weapons in so narro'w a space, and exposed to the
full vengeance of an armed force above, the task would. be almost insurmountable. In the first flight there are eight wheel-steps, forming a
quarter circle, and terminating on the side of the staircase, a short flight of
six steps then brings us to a narrow landing and turn in the stair, from which
a flight of seven steps nearly at right angles to the other conducts to the top.
At this point a doorway, only 20 inches wide and 4 feet 6 inches high, gives
access to a long narrow apartment, 14 feeL 6 inches in length by 4 to i
feet in bread.th, which may be looked upon as a guard or service chamber,
as the case might be, and no doubt served both purposes. It is tit by two
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openings, respectively I foot, ancl tS$ inches high, and 5" inches wide. From
this chamber a doorway, of the same height as the last and only 2 inches
wid.er, gives access to a nallow landing, conducting to another doorway, 2
teet Zf, inches wicle, close to one angle of the Great Hall. n'rom this
land.ing three steps, one of them forming the top of the stone bench, go
do'wn to the level of the hall floor. Such, until say the seventeenth century,
were the arrangements connected with the ground floor of this Castle, and
the only internal means of access from it to the floors above.
Returning to the outside of the Castle; d,irectly over the d.oorway already
described, the outline of a large arched opening will be seen, in'hich must
have been built up for a very long period. There can be no d.oubt that
just as the doorway below gave entry to the basement story, so was this
ihe original entrance to the principal floor of the Castle. The height from
the ground floor to the sili or threshold of this doorway is 13 feet 6 inches,
corresponding exactly with the floor-level of the hall. By what means
access was obtainecl to it can now only be conjectured; no trace of a stair

remains, but most probably there would be an outwork from which,a
wooden briclge might be laid, capable of being elevated at pleasure. On
either side of the doorway, indeed., the rybats have been cut back in a
sloping form, as if to furnish rests for some timber construction ; but as to
how this opening was got at there is very little evidence to found upon
either way. The doorway itself is 3 feet 3 inches in rvidth by about 7 f.eel
high. Like all the large windows above of ori.ginal formation, there is a
check about 4 inches in depth and as much in breadth carried round it; so
that the fuli width externally is 3 feet 11 inches by nearly 8 feet. So
carefully has it been built up, that, if we except the fact of the masonry at
the sicles ancl vaulting passing onwards into the thickness of the wall,
there is internalll' no trace of its existence; and it is only from the
built-up outline on the outsid,e that we are enabled to judge of its original
character.l I have been thus particular in the description of this doorway,
as it involves the recoyery of a f.act in the history of the building which
seems to have been entirely lost sight of. It gave entry to a small passage
somewhat similar to that beneath. On the left a door 2 feet 3 inches
wide leails to the turnpike stair conducting to the upper flot-rrs of the
Castle, and which seems to have contrasted favourably with that leading
to the basement story. The well is over 7 feet in diameter, and the
I For illustrations of this cloorway see Plate 6.
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steps broad and easy, aithough, unfortunately,. very few of them now
remain. On the right in the entrance passage is a small apartment 5 feet
6 inches in wiilth by 10 feet 9 inches in length, lit by a small opening
similar to those in the guard-chamber. In the centre of this apartment
is a man-hole, 1 foot 10 inches slluare, and passing through a thickness
of 5 feet of solid masonry. It has been carefuily built at the sides, and
at the top has a chack 2f inches broacl by f* inches cleep, for the insertion
of a flagstone or trap-door. This man-hole conductecl to a dungeon
below, and. formed incleed the only means of access to it. The floor of
the dungeon was on the same level with the rest of the basement story,
and" the space itself about 13 feet 10 inches in length by 4 feet 10 inches
in breadth, and" about 8 feet 6 inches high. The full depth from the
floor above was thus about 13 or 14 feet, through which space the prisoner
would have to be dropped vertically by means of ropes or other appliances.
The only means of supplying light or air was through a small orifice 8
inches hy 2*, conducted in a slanting direction through the thickness of
the wall, from a height of 14 feet above the dungeon floor. To any one
incarceratecl within its wails escape from this living tomb must have been
literally impossible ; he was entirely at the mercy of his captors; solid
walls surrounded him on every side, while death by starvation might take
place rvithout the slightest hope of relief. The only means of egress was
by the man-hole and. trap overhead, and without external aid to the
immured any attempt at escape would be utterly vain.l At the further
extremity of the apartment above there is a small recess in the wall, which
may have servecl the same purposes as that in the ground floor passage.
Returning to the passage, an archeil doorway 3 feet in width by 6 feet
5 inches in height opens directly into the Great Hall, a noble apartment,
over 38 feet in length by 22 feet in breadth, with a full semicircular or barrel
vault, about 26 feet in height from the floor to the crorvn. Close to the
angle on the left is the cloor alreacly mentionecl, with its ascent of three
steps, communicating with the tortuous stair to the basement floor. At
the further extremity is the fireplace, which strikes one as being very
IA

section through this dungeon, illustrating

the features mentioned, is given in the supplementary details, Plate I. L.lnfortunately for
the rornance of the place, at the cost of great
labour a doorway has been broken through the

basement wall of the Castle, and, by a strange
ironv of fate, this whilom dungeon, stripped of
all its horrors, nol forms a very cool and con-

venient milk-house
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small for the size of the apartment. It is oniy about 4.fe.et 8 inches wide
by 3 feet deep, and 4 feet high from the floor to the under side of the
lintel. The lintel with the masonry above it is gone, so completely
exposing the course of the vent, and also that from the kitchen. The
masonry of this fireplace has been carefully dressed, but it is very plain, a
simple roll moulding being the only clecoration. It is a curious fact that
the undermost stone on the north side has been at the first builcling
turnecl upsicle down, the chamfered. stop being above, and the continuation
of tlre roll below, instead of. aice Derscl. At the same extremity of the
hall there has been on either side a window of some size, with a large
internal bay, elevated. above the general level of the floor, and benched" on
both sides. The most perfect is that remaining on the north side, a plan
of which is given to a larger scale in the supplementary d"etails, Plate 1.
The daylight of the opening is about 4 feet 9 inches in height, by 20
inches in width. As already d.escribed in the case of the entrance doorway,
the inner rybats are reced,ed about 4 inches from the face of the wall.
Internally the wind.ow is formed into a bay 7 feet 4 inches in width;
the floor beirrg elevatecl to the same height as the top of the benching at
the sides of the haII,'i.e. about 2 feet.
Two feet above this elevated. floor rose the stone benching at the sides
of the wind.ows, the breadth of the seat being 15 inches, while those at the
sides of the hall are only 12 inches. The opposite recess has been formed
in exactly the same mannel, and must und.oubtedly have contained. a
wind.ow originally. It now forms the principal entrance to the Great Hall,
but the evidences of alteration are unmistakable. In the first piace, at the
sides of the recess, close to the floor, the rough hearting of the wall is fully
exposed to the height at which the elevated flooring must have stood
previous to its removal. So rouglily has the alteration been macle that it
was not considered worth while to reface this part of the wall; and above
it, at a height which now renders them practically useless, are the stone
benches, corresponding exactly to those on the other side of the hall.
Except on the supposition that this was originally a window, these benches
so raised. would. be altogether devoid of purpose or meaning; while the
2 feet of rough raggled work below shows beyond a doubt that this
exceptional height is d.ue to the removal of the elevated floor of the recess,
which was cut down to ad.mit of the new door being inserted at the
orrlinary level of the hall. All traces of the window are of course entirely
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gone, but the rude and almost careless iunction of the olcl and. the new
masonries is still distinctly traceable outside the inserted openings. These
consist of a doorway and square winclow over it, now built up, substituted
instead of that which was removecl.
In the angle of the Great l{all, close to this bay, there is a stone bench
2 feet 3 inches high, and 3 feet by 2 feet, broad; the seat or capstone being
bevelled off below in the same manner as the rest of the stone benching.
At the extremity of the hall opposite to the fireplace, and elevated about
11 feet 3 inches above the floor, is what, from its probable use, I take the
liberty of terming the Minstrels' Gallery. I know, at least, of no other
purpose to which, with its peculiar conformation, it could be applied; and
here, doubtless, on festive occasions, when the Great Hall belorv was
thronged with guests of high degree,-knights and ladies fair, from this
benched recess overhead" inspiring strains rvould urge the brilliant throng
through the mazes of many a gay and courtly dance.r The entrance to

this gallery was from the turnpike stair where a small doorway under 2
feet in wiclth, and" about 5 feet high, gave access to a narrow passage
in which two or three steps brought the entrant to the level of the stone
bench running round the gallery, and from it of course he must have
stepped" d"own to the ordinary level of the gallery floor. This gallery
formed a kind. of square recess about 7 feet in wiclth, by about 6 feet 7
inches in depth, benched round three sides, and on the sicle next the hall
probably protected by some wooden framework. The benching is Z0
inches high, carefully formed, with a bevelled seat a foot broail and 8
inches thick, but a great part of it has been defaced; the gailery flooring
is also entirely gone. Towards the hall this recess formed a circularheadeil opening, about !2 feet 9 or 10 inches high, and rising to about 2
feet below the crown of the vault. The wall at the back of the recess is
about 2 feet 6{- inches thick, and in it is a large circular-headecl window 2
feet I inch in wid"th, and 5 to 6 feet in height, with its sill about b feet
above the gallery floor. Like the rest of the larger original openings this
window has an external check 4 inches in depth carried entirely round it.
The arch being very much wasted, the height is necessarily incleterminate.
1 Amongst other iten:s gilen in a list of certainnailsof varioussizes beingbought(,pro
repairs on Maxstoke Castle, when the Lord's novo Oreyell pro Trum1tetes Domini in aula
parlour, anil the LaiLy's closet, near the chapel, ibidem." Roll in the possession of the Right
were built anew, in the 30th of Henry YI., Hon. Lord Staftbrcl. Arch,eologi,a, vol. rxrrr.
notice

of the oriel or minstrels' gallery occurs, p.
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of the galiery, directly opposite to the entrance from the
turnpike, is a small circular-headed doorway arched. in two stones, and of
nearly the same dimensions as that entering from the stair. The principal
the side

distinction is that it is " giblet-checked," so that the door opened" up to
the exterior instead of folding inwards as in the other case. This doorway
gives access to an apartment about 9 feet 4 inches in length, by 5 feet 6 inches
in breadth at the one end, and 4 f.eeL 2 inches at the other. The floor is
at the same level as the top of the benching in the gallery, the height of
the ceiling about 9 feet 7 inches; it is flagged at the top with a slight
inhanging of the walls on every side. A small winclow about 14 inches
high and 5 inches wicle gives light to it.
The continuation of the turnpike stair which led to the second or chapei
floor is now entirely demolished, and it can only be reached by means of a
ladd.er. On getting to the top we are ushered into an apartment about
2L feet by 32 feet 4 or 5 inches. These dimensions are rather less thau
in the hall below, and result from the fact that the walls are built even
ihicker at this level, with the evident object of providing inceased breadth
for the battlements and walls above. This apartment must have been
in a1l probability subdivid.ed by some means or other, as there are two large
fireplaces, but no indications remain as to horv this rvas effected. These
fireplaces are illustrated. in Plate 5, and" they present considerable contrast
both in size and" style to the two solrtary examples in the lower floors of
the building. On the south side there is a large winclow, forming
ind,eed, the only apparent means by which light could be admitted to this
floor, with the exception of that to be afterwards,noticeil in the chapel,
and so increasing the difiiculties of subd.ivision. This windorv is constructed
externally in quite a different manner from those previously clescribed.
The rybat head is built flush with the outer face of the wall, and finished
with a simple quarter round. It is also checked for a window-frame in the
regular way, vhile there is no such provision in the undoubtedly original
windows on the first floor. These facts I think leave very little cloubt that
this wind.ow, externalty at least, has been-renewed, this renewal probably
also including the scoinson vaulting which is in two iengths or rings, the
voussoirs being much more carefully hewn than appears elservhere. The
same remarks are applicable to the external part of the window in the
sacrarium or chapel, which is unfortunately now built up, but so far as can
be juiiged is of exactly the same formation. Indeed the junction between
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the old and new masonries within the rybats is qnmistakable, there being a
clear unbonded junction on both sides, the scoinsons and" interior arch being
of old date, and the rybabs themselves new. In this re-ed.ification, dating
probably from the sixteenth or seventeenth century, I woulcl incluCle the
two fi.replaces; indeed it is very likely that the upper part of the building
was then extensively remodelled.. The massive corbelling which carried
the floor above is certainly original, so also is the chapel, excepting the
cxterior part of the window; but the existing gables and chimney stacks,
with the fireplaces and windows referred to, are undoubtedly of later date.
The upper part of the tower, through exposure to the weather,'vi'ould, in the
Iapse of time be the most iiable to decay, and so combine with the desire
for more extend.ed. convenience to d.ictate the necessity for a renewal.
The most interesting feature in this floor is the sacrarium or chapel, a
small space 11 feet 9 inches by 7 feet 10 inches recessed off the main
apartment, with an aumbry on the one sid"e and. piscina on the other. An
arch 14 inches broad, with a ?-inch chamfer offeach sicle, and 10 feet from
floor to crowtr, spans the entrance. A large aumbry or dark closet in
thickness of south wall, and a cabinet or small apartment with narrow
rvind.ows on either sid"e at the south-west angle of this floor, complete its
leading points of interest. Climbing still farther up the well-hole of the
now demolished. turnpike, access is obtaineil to the battlements, the attics,
and guard-chamber at the south-east angle, the latter being well provisioned" with fireplaces with plain chamfered jambs. The battlements are
very much d.ilapidated, none of the embrasures, if such there were,
remaining. The parapet walls aye 2 feet 3 inches in thickness, the gables
3 feet, with a passage-way all round. the summit of the tower.
Such is one of the most interesting examples we possess of a baronial
fortress dating it may be from the thirteenth or earlier part of the fourteenth century. With exception of the modifications noted, so simple and
so massive has been the original structure, and so complete in itself, that
all subsequent alterations may be pretty safely traced. In imagination
we can easily restore the appearance it must have presented in the days
of old, with its two entrances facing the north-east,-one to the basement
floor, the other to the Great Hall, with the existing staircase removed" and
its connected. doorrvays built up. The outworks and the means of access
alone have completeiy Perished.
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The same remark applies to that part of the courlyard wall of a later
date, by which this massive memorial of an early age was surrounded. This
wall must at the first have enclosed a quadrangular area of over 160 feet by
120 feet, walls inclusive. At the dxtreme south-west angle rises the tower
illustrated" in Plates 5 and 7, and. termed by Pont the "laigh tower." It
measures about 23 feet square, comprising four stories and attics, accessible

by a turnpike stair at the south-east angle, and from'which a doorway also
opens out on the top of the courtyard wall. The ground ancl upper floors
alone are vaulted, and" it is the only part of the entire series of buiidings
which is roofed in stone. Instead" of encroaching on the internal area of the
tower as in the old.er castle, space is obtained for the parapet and way inside
it by a series of bold. corbellings carried round the four sid.es of the tower
and interrupted- only at the staircase. The parapet v'alls are entirely gone,
and the grass grows green where once the warder kept his r.igilant outlook.
In a line with this tower there extends a range of domestic buildings,
about 24feet in breadth, and with an entire frontage, tower included, of B0
feet 6 inches. The ground"-floor only is vaulted, and in any degree of
preservation. Cross walls ilivide it into a series of apartments of various
kinds, the northmost of which is the kitchen, 18 feet 3 inches by 15
feet 6 inches, with an ample fireplace, 10 feet wide and- 5 feet deep, next
the terminal gable. At one side the oven, nearly 6 feet in diameter, stiil
remains well preserved. Ali this part of the building is evi<lently coeval
with the " laigh tower." Of much later date is the existing entrance and
staircase projecting into the courtyard. A panel, illustratecl in Plate 7,
containing the armorial bearings of the Boyd family, with a monogram and
ali but effaced inscription, identifies it as the work of James, eighth Lorcl
Boyd", who died March 1654. The monogram combines his own initials
with those of Katherine Craik, his wife. The upper part of the buildings
was entirely demolished in the great fire of L735, and nothing now remains
save the north gable, and" ragiin marking where the roof terminated
immedia,bely und,er the corbelling of the " iaigh tower."'
The other two sides of the quadrangle are still enclosecl by the courtyard wall, a massive defence, from 4 feet 6 inches to 5 feet in thickness.
Did- space permit, the relative date of these various buildings would
form an interesting topic of inquiry. Tradition carries back the origin of
the keep to the thirteenth century, and it is said to have been besieged by
Edward I. in 1296. Whether its erection u'as due to the Balliols or the
! Tid,e Plate 5.
(t
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Boyds it would be impossible now to d.etermirle ; the simplicity and the
severity of its architecture being equally consistent with the thirteenth as
with the fourteenth century. Whensoever erected, the original arrangements
appear to have sufficed tlre wants of its proprietors down to the latter half of
the fifteenth century. At least, to this period f attribute the first great
extension of the buildings, and modification of the oid tower, when under
the influence of Robert, first Lorcl Boyd,, that family, as Drummond tells us,
engaged. in " laying found.ations, for their power and greatness began to turn
all to their own advantage." l \Ye find from the accompanying charters,
that, in addition to his other onerous duties, Lord" Boyd was placed in
control over ali the royal fortresses, " strenthis castellis housis,"' and so
circumstanced, with an ambitious rdle to play, and powerful enemies to
cope with, it is by no means likely he would neglect his own. The
buildings themselves bear witness to a simultaneous extension at some
important epoch in the family history, when, with the desire for increased.
accommodation, it was found necessary to combine new means of defence.
The " laigh tower," still grimly, sparsely wind.owecl, with its frowning
battlements and- vaulted roof, the massive character of the domestic
buildings, and above a1l, the great couriyard wall, combining the entire
series of structures into one formidable square, are not only coeval in date,
but bear witness to their erection in a very unsettled state of society. At
the same time that these new works were und-ertaken, the upper stories of
the original castle must have been extensively remodelled, new fireplaces
inserted, the window to the south and that in the chapel enlarged, and
d"oubtless much alteration made on the topmost story of all, to the extent
perhaps of a complete renewal.
The changes thus effected in the oId bergeu,u of Lhe Boyds must have
more than doubled the accommodation at disposai, without in any material
clegree weakening the means of d-efence, and these facts are quite in keeping
with the position and prospects of the family when it first became ennobled.
The barony erected to reward the trusted adherent of the Bruce, was now
to be merged in the wide-ranging Earldom of Arran, their own descent
from the yet uncrowned family of the Steward perhaps stimulating their
ambition, was soon to blossom into an immediate alliance with the Royal
House. That the fall was as rapid as the rise does not affect the facts so
far as the buildings are concerned. They are the enduring witnesses to
that brilliant future it was hoped the family had permanently secured.
I Eist. of Scotland,, p. 122.
2 Postea, p. 133.
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published. various items are

to be gieaned,

of interest even from an architectural point of yiew. In the series of
charters granted, simultaneousiy in 1466 by King James III. to the EarI
in toto, the new Earidom of Arran,
the fourth and last includes the Barony and Castle of Kilmarnock, under
reserve of the liferent to Lord. Boyd and. " a reasonable thiril part " to his
wiclow. In the forfeiture of the family, three years afterwards, the Castle
and Barony of Kilmarnock, together with all the lancls embraced in the
recgntly created earldom, are adjudged the inheritance of the " first born
princes of the Kings of Scotland." By L482 time had" brought its revenges,
an.d we find " atthe Castle of "Kilmarnock, at the iron gate thereof," the
grandson of the forfeited. first lord again seised in the inheritance of his
fathers, under reserve of a liferent to his royal mother. In this Castie
she herself, Drummond tells us, had been shut up during the lifetime of
her first husband. " as in a prison." 1 The restored heir d.ied, in 1484, and
ancl Countess of Arran, ancl constituting,

probably at his mother's death the Barony and Castle reverted to the crown.
At all events, in 1508 we fincl th6m in the possession of Margaret Tuclor,
Queen-consort of James IV. The indenture in which this information
is conveyecl is a very curious document, and in it occurs the first detai]ed
reference to the buildings as now extant. The Boyds appear only as lessees
and tenants, where previousiy they had been proprietors, and the Scottish
queen grants a tack for nine years of the lorclship and lancls of Kilmarnock
and- others, &s " pertenyng to the said princes and geuin to her in clowry."'
Hitherto general reference only has been to the Castla of Kilmarnock,
although the interesting event of. tl,8Z is stated to have taken place " apud
portatnferceam ei,usden't,;"3 now, we have clear reference to the " castell
fortalice and, lterti,nence" connected with the lands, over which rights of
tenantry are conveyed, stili morc expressly defined. as " the castell and.
place of Kilmernok." n In both instances the " castell " evidently means
the original keep or stronghold, while "fortalice" and "place" just as
clearly refer to the more recently erected- " 1aigh tower," and. residential
buildings connected with it. As a case in point illustrative of the latter
term, we may cite that noble but sadly neglected, building, the " castle or
placa of Kilbirnie." It is one of the conditions of the indenture that, as
proprietrix, " the said- princes sall cause the cq,stell and. place, of Kilmernok
to be thekit and maid watter ticht incontinent with all deligence apoun the

I

Hist. of Scotland', p.

130.

2 Postea, p.

152.

3 lbid'. p.

I40.

a lbid. p. 153.
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expense of the saicl hie and michtie princes;

" while the lessee und.ertakes

on

his part to " uphald the said castell and. ytlace unto the ische of the said
nyne yeris siclik as it beis d"eliverit to him now efter the thekin and makin
of the samyn wattel ticht." Two facts are thus brought under ,notice :
first, that at this particular date,'i.e. the very beginning of the sixteenth
century, the buildings, or at least their roofs, had" fallen into a certain
measure of disrepair ; and, secondly, that the castle itself, and the place
or resid"ential buildings, were covered. with thatch, the " fortalice " or " laigh
tower " only being roofed. with stone, and so agreeing exactly with what the
present state of the building would lead. us to believe. The indenture
further makes the fcrilowing interesting provision against the exigency of a
royal visit: ,'Ancl gif the said hie and michtie princes happinnis to cum
to the said castell and place of Kilmernok the said Alexander and his
aieris sall ressavo the saiil princes with her court that cumis to the said
castell and place of Kilmernok and mak thame to have fre ische and entre
tharin tili in all placis and houssis of the said, casteil at thare plesure and
thar to remane als lang as plesis the said" mychtie princes apoun hir awne
expensis." Whether during her many peregrinations throughout Scotland,
as wife or witLow of James IY., the queen ever visited Kilmarnock Castle,
we are not infbrmed. Dying in 1541, the barony she had so long held in
d.owry was restored" in 1545 by her grand-daughter, Mary Queen of Scots, to
Robert, fourth Lord Boyd, being conveyed " cum castro fortalicio maneriis
ortis pomariis molendinis," etc., the last and the most minutely detailed" of
these charter references (uid,e postea, page 175).
Sadly diiapidated- as they are-the mele wreck of former grandeur,
in all their main f'eatures the buildings exist to-d,ay just as, from 1503
to lb4l, they were held in iiferent by Margaret Tudor. Even at
her entry they had. fallen into neglect, and. there r'vas no period between
this d"ate anii the forfeiture of 1469 when they were likely to have been
erected-. Ad.ditions so extensive must have taken several years to build,
especially in a sty-Ie which made them worthy to rank as a royal demesne.
Faithfully reflecting, through six centuries of Scottish history, the varying
fortunes of the great famiiy with which they were so long associatecl, twice
forfeited. to the Crown, and held by it in possession for a lengthened period,
surely it is not too much to hope that instead. of mere reparation, these
interesting remains may be made the object of an effective restoration.
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